Recent Books by Editors, Law Review
RECENT BOOKS
CIVIL LIBERTIES
Freedom and the Court: Civil Rights and Liberties in the United States (5th ed).
Henry J. Abraham. Oxford University Press, New York, 1988. Pp. xvi, 587. Paper, $16.95.
Freedom at Risk: Secrecy, Censorship, and Repression in the 1980s. Richard 0. Curry,
ed. Temple University Press, Philadelphia, 1988. Pp. xviii, 423. $29.95.
CIVIL RIGHTS
Gays/Justice: A Study of Ethics, Society, and Law. Richard Mohr. Columbia Univer-
sity Press, New York, 1988. Pp. x, 357. $30.00
COMMON LAW
Legal Secrets: Equality and Efficiency in the Common Law. Kim Lane Scheppele. The
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1988. Pp. xiii, 363. Cloth, $54.00; Paper, $17.95.
The Nature of the Common Law. Melvin Aron Eisenberg. Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, 1988. Pp. x, 204. $22.50.
CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY
American Law and the Constitutional Order: Historical Perspectives. Lawrence M.
Friedman and Harry N. Scheiber, eds. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1988. Pp. xviii,
581. Cloth, $39.50; Paper, $18.95.
Constitution Making: Conflict and Consensus in the Federal Convention of 1787. Cal-
vin C. Jilison. Agathon Press, Inc., New York, 1988. Pp. xiv, 256. Cloth $30, Paper $15.
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
The Constitution and the Regulation of Society. Gary C. Bryner and Dennis L.
Thompson, eds. State University of New York Press, Albany, 1988. Pp. v, 258. Cloth $34.50,
Paper $10.95.
Constitutional Dialogues: Interpretation as Political Process. Louis Fisher. Princeton
University Press, Princeton, 1988. Pp. x, 306. Cloth, $35.00; Paper, $12.95.
The Fourteenth Amendment: From Political Principle to Judicial Doctrine. William E.
Nelson. Cambridge, 1988. Pp. xiv, 253. $25.00.
John Paul Stevens and the Constitution: The Search for Balance. Robert Judd Sick-
els. Penn State Press, University Park, PA, 1988. Pp. xi, 203. $19.75.
CONSUMER PROTECTION
Liability: Perspectives and Policy. Robert E. Litan and Clifford Winston, eds. The
Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C., 1988. Pp. xii, 248. Cloth $28.95, Paper $10.95.
Liability: The Legal Revolution and its Consequences. Peter W. Huber. Basic Books,
Inc., New York, 1988. Pp. x, 272. $19.95.
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FAMILY LAW
Divorce Mediation: Theory and Practice. Jay Folberg and Ann Milne, eds. The
Guilford Press, New York, 1988. Pp. xviii, 508. $39.50.
Silent Revolution: The Transformation of Divorce Law in the United States. Herbert
Jacob. The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1988. Pp. x, 209. $19.95
Surrogate Motherhood: The Legal and Human Issues. Martha A. Field. Harvard Uni-
versity Press, New York, 1988. Pp. xii, 215. $22.50.
INTERNATIONAL LAW
Canada's Arctic Waters in International Law. Donat Pharand. Cambridge University
Press, New York, 1988. Pp. xvii, 288. $49.50.
International Economic Sanctions: Improving the Haphazard U.S. Legal Regime.
Barry E. Carter. Cambridge University Press, New York, 1988. Pp. xiv, 290. $34.50.
THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM
Packing the Courts: The Conservative Campaign to Rewrite the Constitution. Herman
Schwartz. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1988. Pp. xiv, 242. $19.95.
LAW AND ECONOMICS
The Economics of the Law. Iowa State University Press, Ames, 1988. Pp. x, 224.
LEGAL PHILOSOPHY
Definition and Rule in Legal Theory: A Reassessment of H.L.A. Hart and the Positiv-
ist Tradition. Robert N. Moles. Basil Blackwell, New York, 1988. Pp. vii, 285. $49.95.
Morality, Politics & Law: A Bicentennial Essay. Michael J. Perry. Oxford University
Press, New York, 1988. Pp. xii, 323. $29.95
LEGAL PROFESSION
Partners With Power: Social Transformation of the Large Firm. Robert L. Nelson.
University of California Press, Berkeley, 1988. Pp. xvii, 376. $39.95.
PHILOSOPHY
The Importance of What We Care About: Philosophical Essays. Harry G. Frankfurt.
Cambrdge University Press, New York, 1988. Pp. x, 190. Cloth $39.90, Paper $12.95.
POLITICAL THEORY
The Radical Renewal: The Politics of Ideas in Modern America. Norman Birnbaum.
Pantheon Books, New York, 1988. Pp. xi, 275. $17.95.
SEPARATION OF POWERS
Judges and Legislators: Toward Institutional Comity. Robert A. Katzmann, ed. The
Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C., 1988. Pp. xiv, 200. Cloth, $28.95; Paper, $10.95.
TEXTBOOKS
Antitrust Analysis: Problems, Text, Cases (4th ed). Phillip Agreeda and Louis Kaplow.
Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 1988. Pp. xxxv, 1067.
Cases and Materials on Employment Discrimination (2nd ed). Michael J. Zimmer,
Charles A. Sullivan, and Richard F. Richards. Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 1988.
Pp. xxvi, 1110.
Economic Analysis and Antitrust Law (2nd ed). Terry Calvani and John Siegfried. Lit-
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tle, Brown, and Company, Boston, 1988. Pp. xiii, 421.
Fundamentals of Pretrial Techniques. Thomas A. Mauet. Little, Brown and Company,
Boston, 1988. Pp. xxiii, 356.
Pretrial Advocacy: Planning, Analysis, & Strategy. Marilyn J. Berger, John B. Mitch-
ell, and Ronald H. Clark. Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 1988. Pp. xxviii, 719.
Property (2nd ed). Jesse Dukeminier and James E. Krier. Little, Brown and Company,
Boston, 1988. Pp. xxix, 1293.
Trial Ethics. Richard H. Underwood and William H. Fortune. Little, Brown and Com-
pany, Boston, 1988.
TORTS
The American Tort Process. John G. Fleming. Oxford University Press, New York,
1988. Pp. viii, 271. $55.

